CORRIGENDUM No: 2

to the
TENDER DOSSIER

Publication RORS34/City of Oravita/TD1

Subject: Modifying 3 rd paragraph - Technical capacity of candidate - from point 16. „Selection criteria”, in the document „SERVICE CONTRACT NOTICE” of the tender dossier for Financial Management Services

Location: ROMANIA, Caraș-Severin County, City of Oravita

3 rd paragraph - Technical capacity of candidate - from point 16. „Selection criteria”, in the document „SERVICE CONTRACT NOTICE” of the tender dossier for Financial Management Services, is adjusted as follow:

Instead of: „the tenderer has provided services under at least two contract with a budget with cumulative value of at least 100.000 EUR in project management/consultancy services which was implemented at any moment during the following period: 3 years from the submission deadline, please specify the dates”.

Read: „the tenderer has provided services under at least two contract with a budget with cumulative value of at least 21.000 EUR in project management/consultancy services which was implemented at any moment during the following period: 3 years from the submission deadline, please specify the dates”

All other terms and conditions of the contract notice remain unchanged. The above alterations and/or corrections to the contract notice are integral part of the contract notice.